
Ideal for any 4” x 4” or 6” x 6” post. 
The unique design helps hide posts 
that are not perfectly square or vary 
in size. Wrap around your existing 
post and snap together.

4 PIECE 
GORILLA® WRAP

8 PIECE 
GORILLA® WRAP

Choose 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” or 12” insert and 
snap them into the 4 corner pieces to 
successfully wrap your existing posts.

• Designed for many wrap configurations,   
   rectangular & square up to 12 1/4” wide.
• Interchangable components allow for  
   customized color mixing of corners and sides.

Colors:

White

White

Tan

Tan

Adobe

Adobe

Colors may not be 
exactly as shown. 

Please call for color 
samples if needed.

Colors may not be exactly as shown. 
Please call for color samples if needed.

Colors:

4” Wrap fits from 3-1/4” square 
to 4-3/8” square posts.

6” Wrap fits from 
5” square to 

5-13/16” square
posts.

Adjusts to 
create a 
snug fit
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4 and 8 Piece Gorilla® Wrap Systems

Gorilla® Wrap Can Cover Your 
Existing Wood Supports

Toll Free: 800-999-6813
www.gorilladeck.com

Homeland Vinyl Products
Toll Free: 800-999-6813
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Gorilla Wrap
Tough Enough to Take It!

®

The Rest of the Gorilla® Family
• Gorilla Deck®  • Gorilla® Lock  • Gorilla® Column/Posts 

Find out more @ GorillaDeck.com

For more information,
please contact:

Homeland® manufactures the toughest PVC profiles 
with the most advanced UV protection under the 
sun, our ACCU-Shield® formulation. 

ACCU-Shield is our protective outer layer 
engineered to significantly reduce oxidation and 
the damaging effects of the sun’s ultraviolet rays. 
Even in harsh climates, ACCU-Shield protects the 
color and sheen of our products for a longer period 
of time.  Simply put, there is no better protection 
under the sun than ACCU-Shield.

Homeland® and Waymark® work hand in hand to 
design our products to work as a system, from our 
precision fit designs to our color matching. Homeland 
and Waymark are “the perfect match” !

Fencing: Post Caps, Low Voltage 
Lighting, Solar Lighting, Rotating Pickets, 
Fashion Pickets, Brackets and more.
Decking: Lighting Strips, Flush Mount 
lighting and more.
Railing: Post Caps, Low Voltage Lighting, 
Solar Lighting, Rail Brackets, Sconces, 
Secondary Hand Rails and more.
Homeland and Waymark:
Perfect fit and color matched!

Not all Vinyl Is 
Created Equal!

Don’t forget accessories...

Fence

Deck

& Rail WaymarkProducts.com
877-652-6118


